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Part I
Bharatpur
Erin and I had arrived in Delhi on the evening of 31 December and hired a car to drive us to
Bharatpur, where we were to meet up with Ethan and Billi that evening. They’d been traveling
in Gujarat and Rajastan for nearly two weeks already by this point. After dealing with nearly 6
hours of sensory overload at the hands of an overly-aggressive driver on our first day in India
we arrived to a delicious and low-key dinner at Iora Guesthouse where Ethan and Billi were
waiting for us. I was so excited about our first day of birding the next day that I barely slept.
January 1
We awoke before dawn and walked the several hundred meters through town to the entrance
to Keoladeo National Park, which was our destination for the day. Thick fog blanketed the area
all morning, and barely cleared even into the afternoon. The birds were still plentiful though
and we managed to turn up 118 species by the time the day was done. It also turned out to be
a holiday and we certainly weren’t expecting the throngs of Indian tourists that crowded the
park most of the day! We lost track of how many times we were asked for a “selfie” by a group
of children or by a group of young Indian men in their 20’s. Between that and being openly
gawked at and followed by young Indian men throughout most of the day it was a wonder that
we saw any birds at all! Apparently white people were an unusual sight to many of these folks.
Back to the birds, it seemed like pretty much every other species we saw during the day was a
lifer for Erin and I. Being our first day in India it was hard to not be overwhelmed by so many
new birds (as well as India’s cultural eccentricities hitting us head-on at the same time), but we
seemed to manage fairly well. Having Ethan and Billi with us, who were already somewhat
familiar with many of the birds, was extremely helpful.
There were many bird highlights to choose from, with a variety of waterfowl abounding in the
many marshes and wetlands of the park. 60 BAR-HEADED GEESE were one of my personal
highlights from the day, and the numerous SPOT-BILLED DUCKS and COMB DUCKS were hard to
be ignored. However, the rarest bird of the day was a vagrant in the form of a GREATER WHITEFRONTED GOOSE that was mixed in with a large flock of Graylag Geese and carefully studied.
Nice spot, Billi! A BOOTED WARBLER was also a noteworthy find, one that we were able to
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study and photograph at close range to differentiate from the other similar-looking Old World
warblers that occur in the region. ROSY, ASIAN PIED, and BRAMINY STARLINGS were all
common along with smart-looking WHITE-EARED BULBULS. GRAY FRANCOLINS and INDIAN
PEAFOWL also showed well.
We had good luck with raptors, with Greater Spotted, Tawny, and Steppe Eagles putting in
appearances along with several Crested Serpent-Eagles, Shikra, and Eurasian Marsh-Harriers.
Eight EGYPTIAN VULTURES and a SPOTTED OWLET rounded it out nicely. With the fog
remaining so heavy throughout the day we dipped on seeing our main target bird, Sarus Crane,
though we did hear the yodeling of a few distant individuals. Good thing we could return the
following day!

Red-wattled Lapwing, Keoladeo National Park

After a full day of dawn-to-dusk birding we were excited to return to the guesthouse and enjoy
a spread of delectable, home-cooked Indian food. The veg kofta here was not to be missed!
eBird checklist: https://ebird.org/view/checklist/S41493818
January 2
Instead of returning to Keoladeo first thing in the morning today decided to first visit Fatehpur
Sikri and then make our way to Keoladeo again closer to lunchtime. Walking to the corner near
our guesthouse we crammed into a local jeep taxi for the 30-minute ride. I scrunched into the
very back and was looking outwards behind our vehicle as we drove along. With all the dirt,
dust, grime, and overall nastiness of the area I wore a bandanna around my face for the ride to
minimize breathing in any unsavory particles. Keeping with India’s unsanitary reputation, in
addition to countless emaciated cows wandering about and heaps of trash scattered along the
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roadway there were even three men lined up in a row defecating along the road shoulder. Oh,
India!
When we arrived in the town we hired a tuktuk to the Fatehpur Sikri ruins. Riding through
town, I think it’s not far-fetched to say it was the dirtiest place in India that I experienced.
Patches of shit were literally smeared all over the road; a mixture of cow, dog, and probably
some human. Trash was strewn about everywhere and it seemed that nothing had been
cleaned in decades. I’m still unable to process how the locals haven’t been wiped out by some
nasty bacteria or virus! And oh, the smells. How horrid.
The red sandstone palace itself was impressive, dating from the 16th century. After making our
way past unscrupulous “guides” at the entrance and ignoring those trying to sell us fake tickets
we had the place mostly to ourselves at this early morning hour. A school group of wellbehaved young boys were the only other people inside. We didn’t have any birds of note here
other than common species, though a few were new for Erin and I for the trip. We then made
our way back towards Bharatpur and were itching to get back inside Keoladeo National Park
again.
After paying the relatively steep entrance fee of 500
INR/person for the second time in as many days we
made a beeline for the back section of the park
where we had heard the Sarus Cranes yesterday. We
heard a bird calling soon thereafter and continued up
the road to find two SARUS CRANES dueting in the
marsh- how cool! They were close to the road and
gave outstanding looks. And despite the lingering fog
we were even able to get some acceptable photos.
Waterfowl was again plentiful today at Keoladeo,
with LESSER WHISTLING-DUCKS being the most
common species. We estimated 750 of them today,
and also counted 114 BAR-HEADED GEESE. Other
species of note included PAINTED STORK, IMPERIAL
EAGLE, 4 SPOTTED OWLETS, INDIAN GRAY
HORNBILLS, and an EASTERN ORPHEAN WARBLER.
Despite the later start we actually ended the day at
Keoladeo with the same number of species as the day
before- 118. Slightly less fog and noticeably fewer
people both helped!
eBird checklists: Fatehpur Sikri:
Keoladeo:
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Sarus Cranes dueting, Keoladeo Naional Park

https://ebird.org/view/checklist/S41538429
https://ebird.org/view/checklist/S41543135

Rhesus Macaque, Keoolaeo National Park

White-throated Kingfisher, Keoladeo National Park
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Indian Gray Hornbill, Keoladeo National Park

January 3
Our plan today was to take a boat along the Chambal River where we’d have a good shot at
seeing Indian Skimmers and an outside chance at glimpsing the rare Ganges River Dolphin. We
started the day with a bus journey to Dholpur and from there, despite a stiff language barrier,
hired a tuk tuk driver to take us from town to the river. He dropped us off at the south end of
the highway bridge and we walked down a large embankment and over a floodplain to the
river, passing through a scattering of pipits, wagtails, and ASHY-CROWNED SPARROW-LARKS
along the way. We had read that boats were for hire through Chambal Wildlife Sanctuary along
this immediate stretch of river but we weren’t sure exactly where. Soon we spotted their dock
though and were quickly out on the river. All we needed was an hour tour and within that hour
we saw plenty.
INDIAN SKIMMERS turned out to be easy to find, we saw 20 in total. RIVER LAPWINGS were
scattered along the river banks and along with the River Terns flying back and forth over the
river there was a single BLACK-BELLIED TERN. Waterfowl included a flock of over 100 Barheaded Geese and smaller numbers of Lesser Whistling-Ducks, Ruddy Shelducks, Indian Spotbilled Ducks, Northern Shoveler (1), Gadwall, and Red-crested Pochards. Other avian highlights
from the river included a locally rare EARED GREBE, a PALLAS’S GULL, WIRE-TAILED SWALLOW,
SHORT-TAILED SNAKE-EAGLE, Booted Eagle, LONG-LEGGED BUZZARD, GREAT THICK-KNEE, and
LAGGAR FALCON. Perhaps topping all these however was a single GANGES RIVER DOLPHIN that
surfaced a few times near our boat! This imperiled species is seen so infrequently here that
even our experienced guides were shocked that we saw one and were jumping with
excitement. What an incredible, lucky treat!
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Indian Skimmers, Chambal Wildlife Sanctuary

Short-toed Snake Eagle, Chambal Wildlife Sanctuary
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Ruddy Shelduck, Chambal Wildlife Sanctuary

After an action-packed hour on the river we walked almost three kilometers back towards
Dholpur before we were able to hail a tuktuk. At the bus station we boarded the next bus to
Agra, which we were told was leaving imminently. We’d barely had time to settle into our seats
at the back of the bus before we were subjected to the intrusive and relentless stares of nearly
everyone on the bus. People who weren’t even taking that bus came onto the bus for no other
reason than to stare, beg, or try to sell us something. Continuous refusals did little to dissuade
them. Ethan, Billi, and Erin set their backpacks on their lap to form a semblance of privacy and
block their faces from view. The crowd of several dozen people surrounding the bus on the
outside kept peering through the windows at us until the bus finally departed. We were only
sitting there for about five minutes, but it felt like an hour.
Coming into Agra we passed through some neighborhoods that were as disgusting, if not more
so, than Fatehpur Sikri. Pools of raw sewage and mountains of trash lining the roadsides didn’t
make the home of the Taj Mahal seem like a very tourist-friendly destination! Our guesthouse
was in a nicer section of town though, and although basic in its amenities it had a stunning view
of the Taj Mahal from the rooftop terrace.
eBird checklists:

Chambal; Dhaulpur

https://ebird.org/view/checklist/S41576838

Chambal; Madhya Pradesh https://ebird.org/view/checklist/S41579794
January 4
To avoid the notorious crowds at the Taj Mahal we arose well before dawn and were the first
people in line at the ticket office. We got our tickets and were into the Taj well before the
enormous crowds, however the thick layer of fog never lifted at any point during our visit. So
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we were unable to indulge in the cliché Taj Mahal portraits, but the fog did add a touch of
mysteriousness to the atmosphere that most people don’t get to experience.
We’d arranged the night before for a driver to take us to Delhi after our visit to the Taj as the
bus and train schedules didn’t meet the needs of our itinerary today. We were staying with
local birder and WWF employee Arpit Deomurari in Delhi before our early morning flight to
Kathmandu the following day, and after a visit to the sparkling-clean Delhi mall we settled in at
his apartment for a fun evening of socializing and enjoying a home-cooked meal with him and
two friends. Thanks, Arpit, for being such a fantastic host! He’d just moved into this apartment
and furniture/beds were temporarily limited, so the four of us lined up some yoga mats on the
floor of his spare room and called it a night there.
eBird checklist: https://ebird.org/view/checklist/S41606177
January 5
An early-morning Uber ride to the airport through Delhi traffic was as uneventful as you can get
in this crazed Indian mega-city. Most of the restaurants at the airport were either closed or out
of food (say what??) but between Subway and Starbucks we scraped together enough calories
to prepare us for the flight to Nepal. Nearly six hours delayed, but FINALLY we were off! See
you again soon, India.
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Part II
Western Ghats
January 19
After crossing the dirty and hectic overland border from Birganj, Nepal into Raxhaul, India we
caught a train to Dholpur. The Dholpur train station, like most others in India, was completely
disgusting and being midnight was also filled with hundreds of homeless people taking refuge
for the night. Two friendly police officers helped ensure we were safe during our transit, though
they (and everyone else here) spoke no English. After a dark and foggy 45 minutes of waiting on
the grimy train platform and watching rats scurry by, our train to Patna arrived and we were
off. By happenchance we ended up in Sleeper Class, which was so crowded that several of us
had to stand for most of the two-hour ride.
January 20
We arrived in Patna just before 03:00 in thick fog and squeezed into a rickshaw for a dark and
freezing ride to the airport 26 kilometers across town. After an hour of driving by the
ramshackle, grimy buildings of Patna as well as through a homeless camp under a bridge we
were dumped out at the Patna airport by our grumpy driver- only to see that it was closed.
Somehow we’d survived dodging tractors and dump trucks in a fog so thick that we could barely
see the road, only to be faced with this one last hurdle. By this point we were all completely
exhausted, and by a stroke of luck found an open door that led up a stairwell to the Airport
Restaurant and Airport Director’s Office. There was a small sitting area here in the hallway
where we laid out our things and managed to indulge in what was at least a brief semblance of
sleep. Various Indian military personnel kept coming in and out of the Airport Director’s Office
while we were trying to sleep; they all looked as us with a mix of bewilderment and amusement
but none bothered us at all. Two of us (myself included) kept waking up whenever one of them
walked by and therefore didn’t manage much more than 45 minutes of sleep.
After so much public transit we were blanketed with dirt and grime and tried in vain to clean up
with a combination of the bathroom sink and facial wipes. We were only mildly successful,
though we each managed to turn a facial wipe black from just giving our face a once-over.
Having only eaten some chips and cookies at the Dholpur train station in the middle of the
night, we were famished and went in search of food (Airport Restaurant by where we “slept”
didn’t look very sanitary). The interior of this small and grungy airport still wasn’t open, but the
few shops and restaurants on its exterior were beginning to open. With very limited options we
settled on Domino’s Pizza- its spotless interior and kitchen contrasting sharply with the brown
griminess of everything else around it. Cheesy pizza for breakfast, and how tasty!
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Once finished we checked in for our flight with the GoAir agents outside the airport door and
moved inside. During the several hour wait for our flight to Bengaluru the crowds progressively
built until we were packed in at the gate like sardines. Of course, our flight was an hour and a
half delayed- typical India!
The GoAir plane was spotlessly clean with plenty of overhead space for our bags, and despite
the tight leg room I was impressed. After a short flight we arrived at Bengaluru’s modern and
sparkly clean airport. Outside, several western-style restaurants and food stands awaited
including a California Burrito. We indulged.
Our Uber to the Fairfield by Marriott (thanks Matt, for using your points to book), took an hour
and a half with city traffic but still only cost about $10 USD. Bengaluru wasn’t as polluted as
Delhi and north India in general, but traffic was still hectic with a constant backdrop of blaring
horns. The Marriott was next to a large and modern mall and had very friendly and professional
staff. The beds were of course quite comfortable and the WiFi fast.
January 21
This morning we enjoyed a plentiful spread of delectable breakfast options, primarily Indian
with a hint of western influence, and some fresh fruit. A delicious cappuccino topped it off
nicely!
A snafu with an Uber delayed us by nearly an hour, but we eventually got an Ola Cab to the bus
station and from there a bus to Ramanagara. The vulture sanctuary just outside of town is one
of the most reliable places to observe the Critically Endangered (IUCN Red List) Indian Vulture,
and that’s where we were heading. We hired a Jeep to take us there from town for 250 INR.
Indian Vultures, among other vulture species on the Indian subcontinent, have seen their
populations crash in recent years due to widespread diclophenac poisoning, causing renal
failure in the birds. We were lucky to see multiple individuals without hassle immediately after
entering the gate (100 INR/person entrance fee).
Another target for this site was Yellow-throated Bulbul, a localized Ghats endemic that doesn’t
occur at any of the other sites we were planning on visiting. After a while we were able to
finally find several individuals, near the top of the stairs by the temple. A secretive bulbul, they
stayed in dense brush and commonly alit on boulders and were much easier heard than seen.
Numbers of locals were here to visit the temple at the top of the hill, and a few disheveled
women and children were begging along the walk up. Birding here wasn’t as peaceful as we had
hoped.
We got a rickshaw back to the bus station, and then a bus to Mysuru (90 INR/person). In
Mysuru we changed buses to Ooty (95INR/person), which dropped us off at Theppekad. A Jeep
taxi from here (after much back and forth, we were eventually able to talk the driver down
from 700 INR to 600 INR) was the only way to get to the Wild Inn Resort east of Masinagudi,
which was our home for the night. For 1900 INR/person we got a package deal which included
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room and three meals provided. Considering how big the meals were and the quality of our
accommodation, it actually turned out to be more of a deal than we originally thought.

Our stone cottage at Wild Inn Resort

eBird checklist: https://ebird.org/view/checklist/S42175858
January 22
We birded the grounds of the resort before breakfast where we had Vernal Hanging-Parrots,
Malabar and Coppersmith Barbets, Small Minivets, Chestnut-tailed Starlings, and a large flock of
Chestnut-shouldered Petronias. The wait for breakfast was long, but worthwhile for the
massive amounts of delicious south Indian food we were provided with. Unpleasant, however,
were the throngs of hungry and rowdy Indian tourists (all men, mostly younger) that
maneuvered into the small, open-air dining area as soon as breakfast time came. There must
have been fifty in total. We (especially Erin and Billi) were of course creepily and openly stared
at by most of them. Needless to say, we exited immediately after finishing our food and spent
the rest of morning birding the nearby roads. Our first stop was the northeast corner of Temple
Hill, which is a known location for Malabar Lark. It didn’t take much searching for us to find not
one, but three MALABAR LARKS just past where the trees end. The view of the Ghats from the
hill is also not-to-be-missed on a clear day.
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A distant, cropped photo of a Malabar Lark from near Masinagudi

Another highlight of the morning before returning for a late lunch was a couple of REDRUMPED VULTURES that put in sporadic appearances overhead. Other than Malabar Lark, our
main target for the Masinagudi area was White-bellied Minivet. Not an endemic, but
nevertheless an uncommon and localized range-restricted species. We spent several hours
birding what seemed like appropriate habitat but didn’t have any luck before lunch.
Our plan was to leave late in the afternoon for Ooty, and after lunch we slowly birded our way
out along the road east of Masinagudi. Acting upon a previous recommendation, we tried the
patch of open woodland across the road from Temple Hill for White-bellied Minivet. The border
of the Mudamalai Tiger Reserve is a bit unclear here, and we were told conflicting things about
the exact boundary location by different people. As it was good White-bellied Minivet habitat
and we knew that they were sighted here with some regularity we decided to give it a shot.
Sure enough, after 10-15 minutes we found a female in a tree alongside a couple Small
Minivets. And just in the nick of time! While we were watching it we were approached by a notso-friendly group of men who told us in no uncertain terms that we were not allowed in that
patch of forest without a guide because it was part of the tiger reserve. At first we thought they
were park officials so begrudgingly we obliged and started to walk the rest of the road to
Masinagudi. However, their badgering began again, renewed, when they said we weren’t
allowed to even walk the road and had to take a Jeep instead. Again, this was contrary to what
we had been told by others including our hotel staff. It turned out they were local guides and
not park officials, and we got into a lengthy argument before having them call the staff at Wild
Inn Resort who told us it was okay. To avoid any more hassle our hotel guy came and drove us
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the rest of the way to Masinagudi free of charge to apologize for telling us what he now
believed to be wrong information.
During the half hour wait for the next bus to Ooty we were approached by several hungry cows
at the bus stand, one of which unsuccessfully attempted to eat Erin’s backpack. After fending
off the cows as well as an obnoxious drunk guy we made it onto the bus and endured a slow,
twisting bus ride to Ooty. Sitting near the back, a few of us made friends with some local
schoolboys who were fascinated by the field guide. Perhaps some future ornithologists?
In Ooty we checked a couple places before settling on Ponmari Inn for the night. We had one
big room for all five of us, which ended up working out just fine. An on-site restaurant, WiFi
(albeit slow), clean facilities, and professional staff made it an enjoyable stay.
eBird checklist: https://ebird.org/view/checklist/S42156519
January 23
This morning we took an early rickshaw ride to Cairn Hill, which is a reliable spot for the difficult
Nilgiri Blue Robin. Walking up the entrance road we had NILGIRI LAUGHINGTHRUSH (Blackchinned Laughingthrush) and NILGIRI FLYCATCHER quite easily while Tickell’s Leaf Warblers
continuously flitted about in the midstory. NILGIRI BLUE ROBIN proved to be a bit more
challenging however, but we did eventually find one in the thick brush near the top of the hill
behind the ticket office.
We returned to Ponmari Inn for lunch and they arranged a driver to take us to Dodabetta Peak.
Besides being the highest peak in the Ghats and having spectacular views, it’s also a reliable
spot for NILGIRI WOOD-PIGEON. It took an hour and a half but we did have nice, but brief, looks
at three individuals flying by the viewpoint. We also had our first BLACK-AND-ORANGE
FLYCATCHERS of the trip near the top of the peak, and BLYTH’S SWIFTS intermixed with LITTLE
SWIFTS overhead. Crowds of Indian tourists along with a few foreign tourists inhabited the
viewpoint area as well, and it was nice to leave after finally seeing the wood-pigeons. Night
again at Ponmari Inn in Ooty.
eBird checklists:

Cairn Hill:

https://ebird.org/view/checklist/S42173513

Dodabetta Peak:

https://ebird.org/view/checklist/S42174769

January 24
We birded Ooty Botanical Garden early this morning and had 2 KASHMIR FLYCATCHERS, 5 PIED
THRUSHES, and several endemic NILGIRI FLOWERPECKERS. Back at the hotel for a late
breakfast, we enjoyed an assortment of traditional Indian cuisine and afterwards caught a bus
to Coimbatore. Subsequently, we took a bus east of Pollaci to Udumalpet. Turns out we were
not able to get a bus from there all the way to Munnar. There was a temporary bus strike in
Kerala due to high petrol prices. Instead, we hired a car and driver for 3000 INR to Munnar.
Along the drive we saw several elephants in the tiger reserve and eventually arrived in Munnar,
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where we settled on Dream Palace Inn for the night at 2000INR/night for a spacious dorm
room.
eBird checklist: https://ebird.org/view/checklist/S42192240
January 25
We walked to the central taxi stand in town and caught an early morning rickshaw to
Eravikulum National Park by their opening at 7:30. After purchasing our tickets and catching the
shuttle to the top of the road we had multiple INDIAN BLUE ROBINS and KERALA
LAUGHINGTHRUSHES, as well as a several confiding NILGIRI PIPITS. MALABAR WHISTLINGTHRUSHES and a bonus NILGIRI THRUSH greeted us below the cafeteria on our way out where
we would catch the return shuttle. This spot is also reliable for Painted Bush Quail, but
unfortunately we missed this species. Other birders today had Tytler’s Leaf Warbler in this spot
but again we struck out. At the top of the road we spent some time scanning for Thars,
arguably the main attraction of the park, with no luck but we did have a soaring LEGGE’S HAWK
EAGLE.

Nilgiri Pipit, Erivakulum National Park
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Nilgiri Thrush, Erivakulum National Park

Palani Laughingthrush, Erivakulum National Park

The afternoon was spent above Deshadin Resort, hiking up a faint trail to the grassy
mountaintop in search of the endemic Broad-tailed Grassbird. After several hours of
bushwhacking through dense grass, bracken, and scrub we had no luck, but we did have 4
INDIAN SCIMITAR-BABBLERS, 3 RUFOUS-BELLIED EAGLES, and 1 BOOTED EAGLE. The driveway
below the resort was also good birding, some highlights of which were Asian Emerald Dove,
MALABAR PARAKEET, Brown-cheeked Fulvetta, and Square-tailed Bulbul. Continuing on down
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the driveway and road we had CRIMSON-BACKED SUNBIRD, SOUTHERN HILL MYNA, NILGIRI
WOOD-PIGEON, NILGIRI FLYCATCHER, and Vernal Hanging-Parrots.
Night at Dream Palace Inn again, and we ate both lunch and dinner today at the delectable
Rapti Restaurant in town. Their vegetable curries and Spanish omelets were amazing!
eBird checklists:

Eravikulum NP: https://ebird.org/view/checklist/S42226121
Deshadin:

https://ebird.org/view/checklist/S42225768

January 26
Since we missed Broad-tailed Grassbird yesterday we returned to Deshadin again first thing this
morning. And again, we spent several taxing hours bushwhacking up the mountainside and
tunneling through head-high grass, but this time we were successful in at least hearing our
target bird! Despite every effort to track it down we never were able to see it though.

A view from the brushy mountainside that is *supposed* to hold Broad-tailed Grassbirds

Yesterday we had made a decision to alter our itinerary to fit in a quick detour to look for
Wynaad Laughingthrush. Originally we didn’t think we’d have time to target this species, but
since we were a little ahead of schedule it appeared to be possible after all. After two
comfortable bus rides we arrived in Thakkedy, just outside of Periyar Tiger Reserve about 19:30.
We stayed the night at Green Tree Rooms in town, where 1200 INR/night got us a room with
two beds and two extra mattresses on the floor. For such cheap accommodation we were
impressed, and there was even a scenic view of forest and wetland out back. We had a subpar
dinner at PizzaMax before calling it a night.
eBird checklist: https://ebird.org/view/checklist/S42266704
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January 27
We got an early start into Periyer Tiger Reserve (450INR/person entry) this morning and birded
the road down to the boat launch, focusing our efforts in the vicinity of Periyer Guesthouse.
This area is known to be particularly reliable for Wynaad Laughingthrush. The walk produced
many noteworthy birds such as MALABAR GRAY HORNBILL, MALABAR PARAKEET, HEARTSPOTTED WOODPECKER, INDIAN TIT, MALABAR STARLING, and LITTLE SPIDERHUNTER, but alas
no Wynaad Laughingthrush. After breaking for lunch in town at the wonderful Coffee Garden
(their samosas are enormous and they have real coffee!) we again tried for the laughingthrush
a different part of the park to no avail. It was soon time to leave and we hopped on a bus for
Kothamangalam.
We didn’t have anywhere booked in advance for the night so we walked about a kilometer
through town to find a hotel. After turning down one place for being too expensive we settled
on a dingy option that gave us a room with 5 beds for only 1000 INR. It was a bit grimy with no
AC and no WiFi but did come complete with a few cockroaches and some mouse poop.
Confusingly, one of the walls to the room was a garage door- made even more bewildering by
the fact that we were on the second floor. We walked down the street to Woodlands Hotel
where we each got a light dinner of vegetable noodles for 50INR apiece. Note: in some places in
south India the word “hotel” actually means “restaurant”. This makes no sense (it is India) and
was extremely confusing and frustrating while we were trying to find a place to stay.
eBird checklist: https://ebird.org/view/checklist/S42266759
January 28
We walked to a nearby corner and caught a local bus to Thattekad at 7am. Eldhose picked us up
in town in Thattekad and drove us to his birding lodge (Eldhose’s Birding Lodge) just outside of
town where we would stay for the next two nights. A soft-spoken man, Eldhose was welcoming
and extraordinarily helpful to us by providing detailed bird-finding information for the rest of
our target species. We started the day off by walking the main road from his place to town and
back, which took up most of the morning. Two MALABAR WOODSHRIKES were just up his
driveway from the lodge and a pair of Green Imperial-Pigeons were gorging themselves in a
fruiting tree by the turnoff from the paved road. Walking the paved road to town through
forest produced such goodies as FLAME-THROATED BULBUL, two heard-only MALABAR
BARBETS, multiple Black-naped, Black-hooded, and Indian Golden Orioles, and a CRIMSONBACKED SUNBIRD. Back to Eldhose’s for lunch we got additional bird-finding tips and had
LOTEN’S SUNBIRD (also known as Long-billed Sunbird) by the lower parking area. A hot and
humid afternoon walk produced a pair of ASIAN FAIRY BLUEBIRDS, an Indian Paradise
Flycatcher, and a flock of 27 BROWN-BACKED NEEDLETAILS, but not much else of note. We
tried for Gray-headed Bulbul but struck out. The area around the river crossing in town
(Thattekad) had Whiskered Terns, one River Tern, several Blue-tailed Beeaters, a Malabar Gray
Hornbill, and some Ashy Woodswallows.
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We returned to Eldhose’s after this and he kindly offered to take us out for a brief visit to his
“Flycatcher Hide” a few kilometers away free of charge. White-bellied Blue Flycatcher was one
of our five gettable Ghats endemics left and he was surprised to hear that we hadn’t had one
yet. He grabbed a small container of mealworms and off we went. It only took a couple minutes
at the hide for the birds to come and enjoy this buffet, and a nice male WHITE-BELLIED BLUE
FLYCATCHER showed up after only ten minutes or so. A second male and a female would also
put in an appearance.
We stayed here for a little over half an hour and there was no shortage of bird activity during
this whole time. BLUE-THROATED FLYCATCHERS, ORANGE-HEADED THRUSHES, Yellow-browed
Bulbuls, a male INDIAN BLUE ROBIN, and a Brown-cheeked Fulvetta (along with several Threelined Palm Squirrels) kept us occupied for nearly the whole time. Perhaps the main highlight
though was when an obliging INDIAN PITTA put in a lengthy appearance, just begging to be
relentlessly photographed! It was pretty dark and tough for photos, but cranking up the ISO let
us get some respectable shots at least. A calling SPOT-BELLIED EAGLE-OWL was a nice final
touch to this wonderful spot.

Indian Pitta, Thattekad Bird Sanctuary
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Orange-headed Thrush, Thattekad Bird Sanctuary

Before dinner at Eldhose’s we set up at the feeding station outside his front door where a
Mottled Wood-Owl was a regular visitor. There were a few photographers there too. After
about 20 minutes of waiting a MOTTLED WOOD-OWL flew up to the perch above the feeding
station and sat for a couple seconds before grabbing a rat and carrying it away. A few minutes
later it was back however, and sat for about twice as long- providing a chance for decent
photos. A BROWN BOOBOOK and JUNGLE OWLET were both heard calling during this time as
well.

Mottled Wood-Owl, Thattekad Bird Sanctuary
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After dinner a few of us walked back to the main road and down several side tracks in search of
owls. JERDON’S NIGHTJARS were calling everywhere and were easy to hear even from Eldhose’s
driveway. The nearby road into the signal station held several INDIAN SCOPS-OWLS, and
another Spot-bellied Eagle Owl was calling from a bit further up along with a GREAT EARED
NIGHTJAR. We heard a second Great Eared Nightjar calling when we returned to Eldhose’s and
were walking up the lower part of his driveway.
Meals at Eldhoses were delicious and mild, good for us foreigners whose stomachs may not be
used to spicy Indian foods. Food was prepared by his wife and daughter and eaten in their
dining room. After dinner and before owling we had a nice chat with Eldhose about our
upcoming birding plans for Sri Lanka and the Andamans, about which he was very excited to
hear!
eBird checklists: Thattekad Bird Sanctuary (diurnal) https://ebird.org/view/checklist/S42308077
Eldhose Flycatcher Hide:

https://ebird.org/view/checklist/S42324781

Thattekad Bird Sanctuary (noct.) https://ebird.org/view/checklist/S42307886
January 29
In the morning we again walked to town and back along the paved road and several side tracks
in search of Gray-headed Bulbul, but were again unsuccessful. A BLACK BAZA was new for us,
but nearly everything else was the same as the day before. Matt and Erin picked up a couple
Asian Palm-Swifts along with an Orange-headed Thrush, Indian Paradise-Flycatcher, and Brown
Shrike just before lunch. Afterwards Eldhose took us to Idamalayar Forest Road inside the
nearby elephant reserve where we could pick up a number of our remaining targets as well as
hope for an outside chance at Wynaad Laughingthrush.
Shortly after stepping out of his Jeep we had a calling BANDED BAY CUCKOO that showed
nicely, and were able to call in 3 RUFOUS BABBLERS for some nice views. Only three endemics
left now (other than Ashambu Laughingthrush, which we weren’t going to be in range for)Gray-fronted Green-Pigeon, Gray-headed Bulbul, and Wynaad Laughingthrush. We soon found
several other of our range-restricted target birds including crippling good looks at a MALABAR
TROGON, several BLUE-FACED MALKOHAS, two COMMON GOLDENBACKS, a group of DARNFRONTED BABBLERS, and two flyby BLACK-THROATED MUNIAS. Crested Goshawk and Oriental
Scops-Owl were also new for us here.
We had heard a couple of distant Gray-fronted Green-Pigeons calling when we arrived but were
unable to track any down for about an hour, when we finally found 4 sitting in a tree.
Unfortunately we struck out with Gray-headed Bulbul though despite playing tape on several
occasions. And as expected, we also dipped on Wynaad Laughingthrush.
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Malabar Trogon, Idamalayar Forest Road

It was back to Eldhose’s for dinner, where we had great looks at Brown Boobook and Mottled
Wood-Owl in his front yard before embarking upon an actual owling excursion. Eldhose took us
down the road in his Jeep and then for a short trek through the woods to a reliable spot for Sri
Lanka Frogmouth. Sure enough, after briefly playing a recording three individuals responded!
One bird was close to the trail, and although it was about 20ft
up in a tree it gave us some nice views and the opportunity for
decent photos.
On the walk in and out of this spot Eldhose spotted several
Slow Lorises- how cool! Great Eared Nightjar and Jerdon’s
Nightjar were calling from this area as well. Many more
Jerdon’s were again calling by the start of Eldhose’s driveway,
and Indian Scops Owl were again calling along the road to the
nearby Signal Station.
eBird checklists: https://ebird.org/view/checklist/S42335220
https://ebird.org/view/checklist/S42335211
https://ebird.org/view/checklist/S42339136
January 30

Sri Lanka Frogmouth, Thattekad

Up early and out of Eldhose’s by 07:00, we took two busses and then a tuktuk to the Courtyard
Marriott beside the Kochi Airport. A delicious and endless breakfast buffet awaited us for just
over $11 USD along with free WiFi. A welcome indulgence! The staff even gave us a
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complimentary shuttle to the airport when we finished, and then were off to Colombo. The
Kochi airport was incredibly modern and clean, with comfortable, upscale seating at all the
gates. Sri Lankan Airlines held tight to their 7kg carryon limit and we all had to check one of our
bags, but otherwise it was a smooth process and we were up and out of Kochi.

PART III
ANDAMAN ISLANDS
February 10
We had a red-eye flight from Colombo to Chennai, followed by an early morning connection to
Port Blair. We got our Restricted Area Permits with very little wait and no hassle. A car taxi from
the airport to our lodging, Andaman Homestay, near Chatham Jetty cost 200 INR for all 4 of us.
After checking in and eating a bite for lunch we caught a local bus to Sipphigat. The walk
through town to the Aberdeen Bazaar bus terminal turned up our first endemic, ANDAMAN
COUCAL, in a neighborhood in town. At Sipphigat we birded for several hours in search of our
main target, Andaman Teal. No luck but we did have over 40 COTTON PYGMY-GEESE, well over
100 LESSER WHISTLING-DUCKS, and a great assortment of shorebirds which included a few
dozen PACIFIC GOLDEN-PLOVERS and multiples each of WHIMBREL, EURASIAN CURLEW,
LESSER SAND-PLOVER, LITTLE RINGED PLOVER, COMMON REDSHANK, COMMON SNIPE, and
PIN-TAILED SNIPE.
Andaman Homestay was run by a lady named Dinaz who was very helpful and ensured we had
a comfortable stay. We learned that WiFi was a sparse commodity on the island and we’d each
have to pay her 100 INR per 24-hour period to use it at the homestay. This wasn’t prohibitively
expensive, but for unreliable and slow WiFi it wasn’t very useful for much else other than
checking emails.
eBird checklist: https://ebird.org/view/checklist/S42696944
February 11
We had an early wakeup call shortly after 4am.
Our plan was to catch the 5am ferry from Chatham
Jetty to Bamboo Flats and we had a 1.2km walk to
get there. The ferry was surprisingly crowded with
locals that early in the morning, and upon arrival at
Bamboo Flats we hired two tuk tuks to take us to
the bottom gate of Mount Harriet National Park.
We got there shortly before 6, an hour before it
opened, so we birded close by until we were
allowed in. The entrance area and the road several
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Entrance gate at Mount Harriet National Park

hundred meters below the gate was quite birdy. We were quickly able to find a number of the
endemics, including WHITE-HEADED STARLING, ANDAMAN BULBUL, ANDAMAN
FLOWERPECKER, and ANDAMAN DRONGO. At the culvert about 150m below the gate we had
an ANDAMAN CRAKE respond to playback, but despite persistent searching we never could see
it.
After officially entering the park (and paying the 250 INR entrance fee) we had a whole day to
bird and were quite successful with our search for endemics. Mount Harriet produced all the
remaining diurnal landbird endemics that we needed, though only one person in the group got
eyes on an Andaman Wood-Pigeon late in the afternoon. Two ANDAMAN CUCKOOSHRIKES that
we encountered on the walk up would be the only ones we’d see during our whole trip.
Another species that proved somewhat difficult to find was ANDAMAN CUCKOO-DOVE. While
spending the afternoon at the lookouts at the top we finally spotted one, and ended up having
another on the walk down a short distance away. An
ANDAMAN CRAKE also responded to a random bout of
playback about 1 kilometer above the main gate during late
afternoon, and gave us brief but satisfying looks.
We exited the park a few minutes before 5 (closing time) and
hiked 500m down the road to watch the sun set at the
spectacular ocean viewpoint along the road. This viewpoint is
actually on the back of the Indian 20 rupee bill! At dusk we
hiked several hundred meters back up the road to good forest
and quickly had ORIENTAL SCOPS-OWL, ANDAMAN NIGHTJAR,
and ANDAMAN BOOBOOK calling along with a briefly
vocalizing HUME’S BOOBOOK. A short ways down the road we
heard and subsequently saw our first ANDAMAN SCOPS-OWL.
The only night birds that we heard but were not able to see
here were Andaman Nightjar and Hume’s Boobook.

Sunset in the palms, road to Mount Harriet

We had a long 5km walk back to the ferry terminal in Bamboo Flats which we expedited with a
mile-long jog. After paying 10 rupees for the ferry we returned to Port Blair for a late dinner at
Annapurna Veg Cafeteria and then to bed.
eBird checklists:

Diurnal:

https://ebird.org/view/checklist/S42783069

Nocturnal:

https://ebird.org/view/checklist/S42783057

February 12
We slept in a bit today before making a lunchtime return journey to Sipphighat. Two of us had
brief looks at an ANDAMAN TEAL in flight, but most species were the same as on our trip two
days prior. A group of RED-THROATED PIPTS were new however as well as a flyover EURASIAN
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KESTREL. In town later we were able to add WHITE-NEST SWIFTLET (also known as Edible-nest
Swiftlet) that seemed to be nesting in the towers of the Andaman Cellular Jail.

The bustling streets of Port Blair

eBird checklist: https://ebird.org/view/checklist/S42766163
February 13
We’d arranged the previous evening for a taxi to meets us near our homestay at 5am to take us
to Chidiya Tapu. Busses didn’t run from Port Blair that early and we wanted to make sure to
arrive in prime birding time. After some initial difficulties in finding our driver the hour-long
drive went relatively quickly and we got dropped off at the south end of the forest, about
0.75km north of the village of Chidiya Tapu. We spent the morning birding a roughly 2km
stretch of road through this forest and turned up such highlights as two ANDAMAN SERPENTEAGLES, ANDMAN GREEN-PIGEONS, FRECKLE-BREASTED WOODPECKERS, ANDAMAN
WOODPECKERS, and numerous ANDAMAN DRONGOS, ANDAMAN TREEPIES, and ANDAMAN
SHAMAS. The forest here provided great birding and nearly all of the Andaman endemics, with
somewhat easier birding than on Mount Harriet. The road west towards Wild Grass Resort later
produced three flyby ANDAMAN WOOD-PIGEONS and a CHANGEBLE HAWK-EAGLE. Continuing
south and then southeast past Chidiya Tapu we added another Andaman Serpent-Eagle and
several Collared Kingfishers.
The road ends at Munda Pahar beach and recreation area that seemed to be popular with
Indian tourists and even a few foreigners. Unfortunately the swimming area was closed due to
recent crocodile activity. Our main avian highlight here was a BLACK-BACKED DWARFKINGFISHER that was hanging out in the mangroves. Later in the afternoon we walked back to
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the village and continued north again to where the road enters intact forest. As darkness
enveloped us several HUME’s BOOBOOKS sounded off as well as an ANDAMAN BOOBOOK and
ANDAMAN SCOPS-OWL. Oriental Scops-Owls were seemingly abundant here, we counted at
least 10 in under a kilometer of road. About 6:30 we called it a day and flagged a bus that was
heading back to Port Blair.
eBird checklists:

Diurnal:

https://ebird.org/view/checklist/S42766171

Nocturnal:

https://ebird.org/view/checklist/S42766177

February 14
Today was our last day on the Andamans and our primary goal was to get better looks at
Andaman Teal. Since we hadn’t had much luck at Sipphighat in previous days we decided to try
elsewhere. The wetlands southwest of the village of Ograbraj were perhaps the most reliable
spot for teal that we found on eBird, so although it was a bit further out from Port Blair we
hopped on a bus and headed that way. Sure enough, when we arrived one of the first birds we
put our binoculars on was an ANDAMAN TEAL, 6 of them in all. Others had reported up to
several hundred here in previous weeks, but we were happy with good views of 6. The overall
birding here was great with a variety of shorebirds feeding in the exposed mud on the east side
of the road and a scattering of waders and other waterbirds. A EURASIAN MARSH-HARRIER
soaring over the marsh was also noteworthy. We spent a little over an hour birding the area
before returning to town and readying for our departure. Next up- Thailand!
eBird checklist: https://ebird.org/view/checklist/S42766186
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